2020 Annual Report

Staying Connected, Building Resilience
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Dear Friends,

A year ago at Trinity’s Annual Meeting, as we absorbed and celebrated the results of our 2019 Holy Cow survey, I invited you to dream with me about a “moon shot” – a big, audacious goal at which we would undoubtedly fail but which would nevertheless spur us towards vision and growth. Little did I know as we began to think about our moon shot in January that our big goal for 2020 would be keeping this congregation together in the face of global pandemic, devastating wildfires, police violence and protest, and an unprecedented national election. It has been, to say the least, a year.

While I’m more than ready to turn the page on this last year and start fresh, you know as well as I do that there will be no “return to normal” in 2021 – rather, we are building the new normal. The pandemic has forced us to transition quickly from a building that houses a hub of daily activities into a networked, largely virtual community. Many of us have figured out how to use Zoom, Facebook, YouTube, and other platforms – and, with a few significant exceptions, the Annual Report you’re about to read will reflect this new way of being church.

This new way of church—streaming services online, offering ways for individuals to participate in classes and small groups from their homes, checking in with one another on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other virtual means—none of this will go away, even when the congregation returns to the campus. This is our new model of 21st-century ministry, and I’m excited that Trinity is on the front edge of a new way of being the Church for this new era. Exactly what this will look like as we return to gathering in-person and explore a hybrid model remains to be seen – but, thanks to the generosity and faithfulness of Trinity parishioners, we are well-positioned to build something new, and to be leaders in the Episcopal Church in initiating and developing new models for ministry.

In the midst of all this newness, we are rediscovering that much of what we love about church has not changed, and that when we are once again able to gather, we will be recovering ancient practices that have become dearer to us as a result of absence – things like singing together, greeting one another at the door, even (can you imagine?) giving a hug when we greet an old friend. Church has always been about bodies: bodies in a room; bodies kneeling, sitting and standing; bodies vibrating and breathing together as we sync our bodily rhythms and become physically incorporated into something that we call the Body of Christ.

There are all kinds of theological implications to this—I have a deeper respect for the importance of incarnation at the center of the Christian narrative—and also practical ones. I look forward to the day when I can touch you once again (and I mean that in the appropriate, church-approved ways!). When I look out over that empty Cathedral each Sunday, I imagine you sitting there – I can see your faces, where some of you sit every week without fail; I imagine pressing wafers into your hands, tracing the sign of the cross on your foreheads, reaching out a hand to greet you at the end of the service. And as I do this imagining, I can see other faces as well – those who have gone before us, the ones whom, as the prayer book says, “we love but see no longer” – and pandemic is the great leveler, somehow, in the Communion of Saints.

As a member of Trinity’s vestry reminded us in a recent vestry meditation, this Cathedral is not empty. It is full: full of the prayers, the praises, the songs raised, the laments wept. It is full of your energy, and it is waiting until, once again, our bodies can engage the space of communion. I hope that day will come soon; perhaps very soon indeed. But in God’s time, that gathering is happening constantly – we just can’t always see it.

From an empty Cathedral that isn’t so empty after all,

The Very Rev’d Nathan LeRud, Dean
Here's just a taste of how you've been connecting with Trinity, and with each other, during these lonely and anxious times:

While most indicated that you prefer in-person worship (as do we!), nearly 80% of Trinitarians attend the Sunday morning service at least occasionally, with 60% attending at least once a month.

A sizeable proportion of our congregation engages with our Spiritual Formation offerings, with 35% of Trinitarians attending live Wednesday evening classes or watching archived classes on YouTube.

A quarter of Trinitarians expressed interest in connecting more deeply through small groups, and at least one new small group—a parent support & fellowship group—has been created during the pandemic. If you're interested in helping convene a small group, let us know! (shana@trinity-episcopal.org)

Trinity Connects, our new Sunday morning conversation hour on Zoom, attracts an average of 30-40 Trinitarians (ranging from visitors to newcomers to long-time members) who want to get to know each other better and learn more about this community and the Episcopal church.

Our Pilgrimage sessions on Tuesdays & Saturdays have provided a (safely-distanced) space for 20-30 Trinitarians and visitors each week to experience the beauty and silence of our sacred space in person, even while it's not safe to gather for services.

Our Trinity Cathedral Community private Facebook group has become a hub for conversations and connections for some 820 Trinitarians, spread far and wide.

In spite of the closing of the Cathedral this spring, most of our Outreach ministries have continued their important service to the community, although sometimes in restricted fashion.

Nearly 100 people per session have participated in our two Zoom Hymn Sings (and those are just accounts—in many households two or more people participated together!), and our Christmas and New Year’s Eve Concerts attracted thousands of views by parishioners & guests alike on our Facebook & YouTube channels.

We're reaching each other— but we're also connecting with the broader community!
How have we stayed connected through Uncommon Warmth this year?

Here are a few ways…

- **Fellowship** *(Trinity Connects, the Congregational Meeting, and more on Zoom)*
- Group conversations & support in our **Trinity Facebook group**, including “Mental Health Mondays”
- Family & Youth Ministries driveway visits, and senior gift drop-offs
- Weekly Trinity Choir gatherings on Zoom
- Handwritten cards by the Pastoral Care Team for newcomers and those in need of support

“I’m impressed at how fast Trinity ‘pivoted’ to engage its community with virtual offerings, and the quality of the offerings is beyond expectations.”

“Email communication is a reminder the church is present in this time of physical separation.”

“I appreciated the telephone outreach from the Pastoral Care commission member earlier this summer. Thank you!”

“I know from the comments left during the Sunday live stream that this is lifeline for a lot of people who have found their lives altered.”

“It is very reassuring, in these times, to have Trinity as an option for faith-related programming that does not require physical presence in an enclosed space without adequate air filtration. Thank you for providing that option!”
• Although weekly Newcomer Conversations, which averaged 30-40 people each week pre-pandemic, could not continue in person, **Trinity Connects**, our new weekly conversation hour on Zoom, attracts some 30-40 people each week (and some sessions have had as many as 90!).

• This spring, Youth Ministries celebrated each graduating senior by delivering a gift bag in person, since we could not celebrate them in person at a Sunday service as we usually do.

• When the pandemic disrupted Catechesis 2020 in March, instruction pivoted rapidly to continue on Zoom through the end of the term. On All Saints Sunday, 21 adults & youth were confirmed, received, or reaffirmed at a socially-distanced service at the cathedral - and two Catechesis graduates had been baptized a few months earlier.

• Trinity’s **Pastoral Care team** prayed each week for those who had requested prayers for themselves or on behalf of others, and sent handwritten cards of gratitude, sympathy, encouragement, and congratulations to hundreds of parishioners over the course of the year.

• While our doors were shut much of the year, Trinity Welcoming Ministries nevertheless welcomed over a hundred newcomers to our community!

---

More information:

- The Rev’d Shana McCauley
  Canon for Cathedral Life
  shana@trinity-episcopal.org

- Alan Murray, Cathedral Life Commission
  sfalanmurray@gmail.com

- Bob Rose, Anglican Cycle (Bicycling)
  rbrosepdx@gmail.com

- Katherine Wood-Ellegood
  Elderwise Lunch & Learn
  katselle@aol.com

- Betty Lou Koffel, Greeters Guild
  blkinOR@me.com

- Wayne Cornelius
  LBGTQ+ Fellowship
  waynecornelius00@gmail.com

- Ben Conte
  Parent Support & Fellowship Group
  b_cont@yahoo.com

- Leslie Carveth, Pastoral Care Team
  mlcarveth@comcast.net

- James Baxendale, Ushers Guild
  james@baxendale.com

- Bill Bard, Welcoming Ministries
  billbits@comcast.net

---

“Honestly, Trinity has been so important and comforting to me during this tough time. I know everyone has been working really hard to keep us connected and supported. I appreciate it so much and thank God that I have Trinity.”
How have we stayed connected through Holy Compassion this year?

Here are a few ways…

- **Food ministry** (daily food pantry & weekly bag lunch on Wednesdays)
- **Thanksgiving meal** (pick-up only during the pandemic)
- **Cards & financial support** for Oregon wildfire survivors
- **Social activism** (Fridays 4 Freedom car washes)

“Volunteering with Barbara on Mondays with shower and laundry trucks and with Judy at the food pantry has been both fulfilling and inspirational.”

“Trinity has done a wonderful job at addressing the needs of our community and continues to help others of greater need in our broader community! I’m also thankful that Trinity addresses social justice issues in a real and meaningful way.”

“I am gratified by Trinity’s courage and honesty in facing the part we have played in perpetuating structural racism.”

“Sparks Camp was wonderful for J, and a rare interaction this summer with kids in her age group.”

“Thanks for doing so much to continue supporting not only parishioners, but people who don’t have resources for adequate food and hygiene. I usually say ‘You’re doing God’s work’ as a joke to friends, but Trinity is truly doing God’s work.”
• Trinity Outreach continued to serve 75-100 hot meals (take-out) every Wednesday to our food insecure neighbors and to distribute 350-500 food bags per week through our daily Food Pantry. We estimate that food distribution is up about 60% from pre-pandemic levels.

• Trinity families assembled 400 goody bags of toiletries for the food pantry to give out on Thanksgiving and Christmas.

• Twenty-three Trinity volunteers wrote 143 cards of encouragement and support, with attached $50 gift cards, to survivors of the Southern Oregon wildfires.

• This summer, 10 campers met for a socially-distanced Sparks Camp (our annual service day camp for middle schoolers), participating in outreach projects for Trinity Outreach and various Portland nonprofits.

• A busy group of gleaners still gathers food from local businesses, but we’ve had to purchase more food from local merchants in the last few months as supplies at the Oregon Food Bank have dwindled.

• Harbor of Hope shower and laundry trucks have continued to be popular in our south parking lot, serving between 10-20 guests each Monday. (Note: These trucks have since been shut down due to new county restrictions, but should resume soon.)

• Trinity volunteers continued to bring prepared food to three Transition Projects shelters each month, although they cannot presently prepare and serve food onsite.

• Listen to Learn suspended all of its on-site tutoring to English learners due to the coronavirus, but three L2L volunteers continued instruction with their learners online.

• For Thanksgiving, 75 volunteers prepared and served 500 traditional holiday meals to guests at Trinity, New Avenues for Youth, and three Transition Project centers. In addition, thanks to the efforts of the Prayer Shawl ministry, we handed out 160 hats & scarves to our guests at the cathedral.

• On Christmas Eve, we delivered 150 ham dinners to our friends at Transition Projects shelters along with gifts of socks, gloves, ponchos, masks, hand sanitizer and toiletries. We served 100 guests the same dinner and gifts at our Glisan Street door.

• While we couldn’t do our traditional Giving Tree this year, we were able to provide gift cards and candy to the 92 residents of Williams Plaza as well as supporting the EMO’s Giving Tree at the HIV Center.

MORE INFORMATION:
Outreach:
Charyl Cathey & Steve Isaacson
Outreach Coordinators
outreach@trinity-episcopal.org
Keith Walters, Listen to Learn
waltersk@pdx.edu
Judith Stone, Trinity Food Pantry
trinityepiscopalfoodpantry@gmail.com
Amy Wilde-Taylor, Lift Urban Portland
amywildetaylor@gmail.com
Jerry Petty, Transition Projects
jerrydpetty@yahoo.com
Charyl Cathey, Youth Outreach Trips
outreach@trinity-episcopal.org
Pastoral Care:
Leslie Carveth, Pastoral Care Team
mlcarveth@comcast.net
Mary Alice Helikson
Prayer Shawl Ministry
mahelikson@comcast.net

Did you know...?
How have we stayed connected through Intellectual Curiosity this year?

Here are a few ways…

- **Wednesday @ the Commons** weekly adult formation classes on Zoom & YouTube
- **Godly Play** on Zoom and YouTube
- **Weekly Prayer at the Commons** videos during the summer
- **Family Storytime** celebrating diversity on Zoom
- **Family Zoom Time**
- **Church at the Commons** on Zoom every First Sunday
- **Faith at Home “Play” lists**
- **Advent bags** for observing the season at home
- **Parent Fellowship & Support Group**

“Knowing this community exists gives me hope. I’ve attended workshops and labyrinth walks and I’m so grateful for this community, and all it does to lead me closer to God and support human rights and our environment.”

“Thank you for the YouTube Godly Play! E. loved having Godly Play (on our TV!) and so did we. We all wondered about the story and talked about it at various times throughout the week. We’re already looking forward to this Sunday!”

“Thank you for bringing the Advent Fair home to us!! It’s a bit of magic!”

“Love the **podcast feed** so I can go back and listen to old sermons, and the **YouTube channel** for same reason.”

“Thank you for your spiritual formation classes, which have meant a lot to me over the last couple of years since I discovered them.”

“I’ve really appreciated Charissa’s willingness to do family Zoom calls!”
Did you know...?

- Family & Youth Ministry’s new **Weekly Study Buddy program** paired high school and elementary schoolers for weekly chats on Zoom for homework support and connection while we have not been able to meet in person.

- Thanks to the introduction of **online classes and forums**, attendance in Trinity’s Spiritual Formation programming for adults increased dramatically in 2020. Particularly notable were Dean Nathan’s classes, which reached well beyond Trinity’s typical membership base (*with 187 people registered for his Sunday morning series, “Reading Other Peoples’ Mail,” and 98 persons registered for his "Gospel of Musical Theater: Race and Redemption” series*), as well as:
  - Jennifer Bird’s series **Beyond the Jesus Seminar** (88 registrants)
  - Barbara Millikan’s Anti-Racism Film Series (77 registrants)
  - “Do I Belong at Trinity If...,” led by Canon Matthew and Scott Smiley (60 registrants)
  - **Perspectives on Police Reform** led by Canon Matthew and Barbara Millikan (53 registrants)
  - “Introduction to Centering Prayer”, led by Benneth Husted and Linda Garcia (52 registrants)

- Thanks to the leadership of Arwen Myers, Trinity’s **online teaching stretched beyond traditional classes** to include timely reflections on a variety of topics offered by the clergy and staff, including the murder of George Floyd and BLM protests, the November election, and this challenging Advent & holiday season.

- As the **Black Lives Matter movement** gripped our city and our congregation, Trinity grappled with our own complicity with systemic racism through a variety of conversations, in particular:
  - a bi-coastal and cross-generational conversation on **White Supremacy** led by former Trinitarian Aleah Zimmer
  - conversations with **Trinitarian high schooler Adia Jones** about her experiences with the BLM movement as a young person of color
  - an historical look at the experience of **Oregon’s early black settlers** led by the Black Pioneers of Oregon
  - a conversation with the **Rev. Matthew Hennessee** of Vancouver Ave. Baptist Church on police reform proposals
  - a look at Trinity’s involvement in **Oregon’s exclusion laws and other racist policies** by Trinitarian Kimberley Crouch

- As our awareness of the pandemic’s severity began to set in, Canon Matthew’s summer series, **Prayer in the Time of COVID-19** offered a place of respite, as did a variety of offerings on contemplative practice led by Gensho Ed Welsh, Fumi Tosu, Michael Ellick, and others.

---

**MORE INFORMATION:**

The Rev’d Matthew Lawrence  
Canon for Spiritual Formation  
matthew@trinity-episcopal.org

Charissa Simmons  
Canon for Children & Families  
charissa@trinity-episcopal.org

Jill Osburn  
Missioner for Youth & Liturgical Assistant  
jill@trinity-episcopal.org

Leslie Carveth  
Discernment Committee  
mlcarveth@comcast.net

Patricia Newton  
Labyrinth Guild  
trish@keyosk.com

Barbara Schondelmayer  
Labyrinth Guild  
barbaraschondelmayer@yahoo.com

Barbara Millikan  
Trinity Racial Awareness Information Network (TRAIN)  
barb210@comcast.net
How have we stayed connected through Deep Beauty this year?

Here are a few ways…

• Two services livestreaming weekly
  (10:00 am Eucharist & 5:00 pm Evensong)

• Livestreamed Zoom Christmas Pageant starring Trinity families

• Sermons posted to YouTube & the Trinity Sermons Podcast

• Livestreamed Halloween Organ Spooktacular, Christmas Concert & New Year’s Eve concerts

• Holy Week/Easter and Advent/Christmas services reaching thousands in our community & beyond

• Live-streamed Messiaen Organ Series (sacred concerts & liturgies)

• A digital Diocesan Art Exhibit, “Ascension,” in May 2020

• Weekly Trinity Music Digital Outreach efforts (posted weekly to the cathedral’s YouTube channel and Trinity Music’s social media channels @trinitymusicpdx)
  - Musical Moments / Tuesdays at 4 pm
  - Voices Uncovered / Thursday at 4 pm
  - Daily Dozen Spotify playlists / Thursdays
  - Hymns Up Close / Saturdays at 4 pm

“I would like to share just how much the Eucharist Livestream has meant to me. I do really miss the sacred space and the lovely people in community on Sundays, but I find great value in the YouTube version, and this has really surprised me.”

“Your music soloists and organists are outstanding; the high quality makes it a pleasure to tune in. Thank you for keeping those artists’ lives going.”

“Pilgrimage is TRULY wonderful. I am not used to praying at long stretches or sitting quietly for so long without looking at social media. It was amazing and soul filling.”

“I think the live stream services are great. It’s possible that I have occasionally participated in worship while kayaking... Lots of Gospel readings in the summer have to do with water.”

“The altar flowers are so symbolic of hope. They are beautiful and they are something normal.”

“I am not an Episcopalian, but somehow I always feel better going to musical functions at your Church.”
Did you know...?

• After bidding a fond farewell to David Boeckh and an international search, we were thrilled to welcome Katie Burk as our new Organ Scholar in summer 2020.

• When Trinity Arts’ Diocesan Art Exhibit Ascension could not be displayed due to the pandemic, it was converted into a digital exhibit, with a special multimedia opening video set to Messiaen’s L’Ascension, bringing original art by 24 artists from across the diocese to hundreds of people.

• The Trinity Labyrinth Guild has held virtual labyrinth walks on Zoom on the third Monday of every month since the start of the pandemic.

• With normal choral activities suspended during the pandemic, a series of liturgies centered on the organ music of Olivier Messiaen has served as a valuable successful effort.

• A new organ postlude series this year—Voices Uncovered: Music by Underrepresented Composers—has focused on the music of Black and women composers.

• This December, a virtual Chamber Music Christmas Concert replaced Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, which was to have been performed with the Portland Baroque Orchestra (rescheduled for December 2021!). The New Year’s Eve Concert, featured a wide range of performers from jazz musicians to bagpipers performing to raise money for Trinity Hunger Ministries.

• The Cathedral Choir’s much-anticipated tour to York Minster and Canterbury Cathedral, which was to take place in summer 2020, had to be cancelled, but it has since been replaced with a tour to the cathedrals in Norwich and St. Albans and to St. George’s, Windsor Castle in the summer of 2022.

MORE INFORMATION:

Bruce Neswick
Canon for Cathedral Music
bruce@trinity-episcopal.org

Randall Vemer
Trinity Arts Program
arts@trinity-episcopal.org

Helen Sudbury
Altar Guild & Acolytes
helensudbury@comcast.net

Vicky Money
Altar Guild
vickyhmoney@gmail.com

Susan Lawrence
Flower Guild
lawrence.susan@comcast.net

Mark Reber
Lay Eucharistic Ministers
mark@rebers.com

Robert Hadlow
Lectors
arches61@msn.com
This past year has truly been a challenge for all of us. Here at Trinity, your facilities crew had to quickly adapt to the closures forced by the pandemic. To keep our congregation engaged, we had to design and install a camera system that allows us to livestream our services, concerts, and other activities to support Trinity’s ministries—with virtually no warning.

Over the past ten months, we went from using a cell phone mounted on a tripod for our first few livestreamed services to a sophisticated four-camera system with full production capabilities, simultaneously streaming to Facebook and YouTube.

We pulled over a mile of cables, through narrow crawl spaces under our buildings and through the trusses high overhead around the Nave, to connect all of our cameras and sound equipment. A great deal of work went into these technological advances, as well as safety and security improvements in other areas.

While we all miss having people and activities in our buildings seven days a week as in the past, we were able to use the closure to accomplish some much-needed maintenance that we simply could not accomplish with so much going on every day. Even though our buildings have been closed to the public, the entire sexton crew has been staying extremely busy! We were able to refinish floors and furniture, paint various areas, do major remodeling, and many other improvements and upgrades to our facility, all very difficult to do with people in our buildings.

We also acquired some specialized sanitizing equipment and implemented stringent cleaning and sanitizing protocol, to protect everyone during the pandemic and beyond. We thoroughly clean and sanitize the entire Cathedral after each service and Pilgrimage session, as well as deep cleaning other areas of our buildings regularly to support safety with the Food Ministries activities and our staff members when they are in the building.

From the entire sexton & tech team, we hope that you all will be impressed with the work we have done when we are able to come together as a community again in person and you are able to see some of what your pledges have helped us accomplish.

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to our operations during this pandemic. Some of the projects we completed are listed on the following page.
2020 CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

- Installed camera system for livestreaming services, concerts, and other activities with four cameras and video mixer control booth in the cathedral

- Upgraded sound system, adding 8 new choir microphones and 2 extra clergy microphones, as well as upgrading our digital sound processor to be able to independently mix sound for streaming and live sound in the cathedral

- Replaced all of the spotlights in the trusses with new LED fixtures, adding much greater illumination of the Chancel area

- Re-striped the parking lots, in hopes we will soon have people parking there someday!

- Remodeled the old Bookstore into our new Welcome Center

- Refinished the floors in the new Welcome Center, Stearns Library, and the kitchen dining area

- Repaired and refinished much of Trinity’s antique furniture with finishes specific to each piece, keeping with the historic nature of every item

- New furniture and paint in the Morrison Room

- Replaced several exterior exit gates, now equipped with panic bars for easy egress

- New railing system for the South parking lot steps

- Installed a new fence and two access gates on the west side of the property, replacing a very old and somewhat insecure enclosure around the boiler room area

- Installed new HVAC system serving most staff offices and meeting rooms, allowing for individual control of heating and cooling in each room

- Installed a new tile shower in the apartment above Kempton Hall (Organ Scholar apartment)
Our Currency  by Jerry Brown, Treasurer

Trinity’s Finance Committee takes direction from the Dean and Vestry and provides financial oversight & guidance for all the Cathedral’s financial matters.

The Finance Committee holds its meetings monthly, a week before the Vestry meets. Finance meetings are chaired by the Treasurer, who attends every Vestry meeting where a current financial report is presented and discussed.

As with so many groups and commissions of the Cathedral, the Finance Committee conducted most of its 2020 meetings via Zoom. This included review of the Budget Committee’s proposed 2020-21 fiscal year budget, continual review of the financial condition of the Cathedral, cash flows analyses, and reviews of the performance of the endowment.

2020 Highlights

Two specific highlights of Fiscal Year 2020-21 were:

- Lowering the endowment draw from 5% to 4.75% of the average of the endowment fund balances for the trailing 12 quarters
- Receipt of a PPP (Paycheck Protection Program) loan in the amount of $195,687

The endowment draw was lowered in order to match the spending rate with forecasted investment returns. Vestry approved this change based on the advice of our financial manager, Sellwood Consulting, Budget and Finance Committees.

The PPP loan was applied for and received in the midst of some of the most challenging days of the pandemic, in terms of budgeting the financial needs of the Cathedral. At that point, there were serious concerns about whether revenues would continue to meet the ongoing Cathedral expenses. We believe the Cathedral has fully complied with all stipulations of the terms of the Small Business Administration and that our PPP loan will be fully forgiven.

Unlike past budgets, the pandemic necessitated the adoption of a dynamic budget, which was just updated for unfolding financial developments. Overall, the changes were minor but necessary in order to realistically forecast the revenues, expenses, and financial needs of the Cathedral for the remainder of this fiscal year.

The Finance Committee is especially grateful for work of the commissions, the Budget Committee, Finance Manager Sally Paton, and the Vestry for their dedication in creating and approving the budget under this year’s trying circumstances.

Finally, a great deal of gratitude is due to you, the parishioners, who have faithfully continued your financial support. Thank you!
In the Episcopal Church, THE VESTRY is the governing board of the congregation. These elected parishioners give of their time and talent to help steward Trinity and plan for the future of our spiritual home.

2020 VESTRY MEMBERS

Leigh Wilson
Senior Warden

Steve Easterday
Junior Warden

Marti Anderson

Thomas Aschenbrener

Jerry Brown
Treasurer

Kimberly Crouch

Stephen David

Jan Kasameyer

Sarah Read

Matt Thompson

Michael Vawter

Andrew Wright

Dear Friends, Guests, and New Online Friends,

Trinity’s Governance cites that the Senior Warden may preside over meetings of the Chapter, is responsible for the proper organization of temporal matters of the Cathedral, may designate special committees, may legally bind the Cathedral, and attends a whole multitude of meetings.

In 2020, my challenge—and the challenge of the vestry and staff—was how in the world to accomplish even those simple requirements in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Just before the quarantine, the Vestry had its Annual Retreat, designed to engage us in reviewing our past years’ goals and to establish directions and objectives for the sustainability and growth of our parish life together and the cathedral in the coming year. As considered within our framework of Campus, Continuity, Culture, and Currency, ideas came forward to further study feasibility and impact of many initiatives. To name a few:

- Increase and diversify ministries
- Increase outreach
- Improve technology for streaming worship and education
- Grow ministry-focused, sustainable revenue
- Seek other opportunities for financial support
- Preserve our sacred space while considering an environmentally responsible property
- Create new interfaith relationships and raise our community profile
- Beautify the neighborhood
- Increase class offerings in ministries of Intellectual Curiosity, Deep Beauty, Holy Compassion, and Uncommon Warmth
Plans changed, yet the vestry, leadership and staff moved forward with commitment, strength, and hope in 2020, devising new ways to do the work of our ministries. To highlight just a few:

- Finance created our first flexible, amendable budget to maintain integrity of income & expenses and secured a new endowment management team.
- Building and Grounds, along with staff (particularly sextons) took advantage of parishioners’ absence in the building by remodeling and beautifying spaces, objects, rooms, floors, and furniture, while also continuing necessary maintenance with shortened hours on site.
- Outreach continued its daily Food Pantry and weekly lunch program and found a way to provide a hot Thanksgiving meal to our neighbors, all within the guidelines provided by the state governing bodies.
- Class offerings on Zoom & YouTube have been intellectually stimulating, imaginative, and community-building.
- Pastoral Care has kept the work of caring for each of us, with handwritten cards and phone calls.
- Our Annual Giving Campaign, led by three champions, built the message around support for each other in this time of separateness.
- The Vestry worked long hours to create a position statement responding to the Black Lives Matter movement and Trinity’s legacy of white privilege.
- And certainly not least, we secured a new Canon for Cathedral Life for our ministry leadership team!

In all, cathedral leadership has focused on community support, continuity, and sustainable cathedral life in 2020, all while not being in person together. 2020 will be a year to remember by what we have done and what we have left undone, the lessons we continue to learn about our past history, our institution, and our hearts, and the hopes and visions we might be able to rekindle as we move into 2021.

We who call Trinity our spiritual home, are bound by our Core Values, adopted in 2008: Respect, Compassion, Integrity, Justice, Inclusion, Stewardship. As the vestry goes forward into 2021, we will proceed with our vision work once again, keeping these as our grounding principles for decision-making.

I am grateful for the opportunity to serve Trinity Cathedral, Dean Nathan, the staff, and parishioners as Senior Warden.

May God Bless Us All,

Leigh Wilson, Senior Warden

---

TRINITY CATHEDRAL CORE VALUES

**Respect:**
We will respect the dignity of every human being.

**Compassion:**
We will love our neighbor as ourselves.

**Integrity:**
We will proclaim by word and example the Good News of God in Christ.

**Justice:**
We will strive for justice and peace among all people.

**Inclusion:**
We will seek and serve Christ in all persons.

**Stewardship:**
We will sustain the gift of joy and wonder in all Your works. We will with God’s help.
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND GENEROUS PLEDGES FOR THE 2021 ANNUAL GIVING CAMPAIGN.

Each pledge is essential in meeting Trinity’s need for the coming year.

Janice Aanderud
Stephen & Leslie Aaron
Larry Aerni
Carolyn Aichele
Gordon Akeson
  in memory of Dolores
Emmanuel & Rebecca Akporiaye
David Altermatt & John McDonald
Christine Ambrose & Richard Hertzberg
Jane Ambrose
John & Marti Anderson
Ken Anderson & Anne McClard
Larry Andrew
Malcolm Andrew & Rico Mariano
David & Courtney Angeli
Peter & Kit Archie
SuSan Armstrong
Ingrid Arnason
Thomas Aschenbrener & Richard Neuman
Joseph & Elise Astleford
Jonathan & Gwi Ayers
Phillip & LaVera Ayers
Diana Baird
Arlene Baker
James & Hayes Bakken
Mary Barber
Bill Bard & James Donder
John & Linda Barnes
Jim Barrett
David Bartz & Gene Mendez
Chris Baskin
David & Nancy Battaglia
  in memory of Ray & Corky Grewe
James Baxendale
Don & Jan Baxter
Fred Beal
Peter Beatty & Maria Pope
Raymond Becich & Benjamin Arico
Chita Becker
Brian & Michela Bedard
Kathi Belknap
Bill Bennett
Dr. Kay Bennett, PhD
Bill & Nancy Bennetts
John Benson & Virginia Tilden
Tom Bethel & Rachel Dresbeck
Jim & Anne Bethell
Janet Billups
Jane Birdsong
Susan Bladen
Barbara Blakeley
Martha Blanchette
Ralph Bliquez
Patrick & Melissa Bocarde
Roberta Bond
Greg Borders
Annette Arnold-Boyd
Barbara Bracken
  in memory of Rich Bracken
Buzz Braley
John & Kimberly Branam
Robert & Rule Brand
  in memory of Floyce Rule & Burchfield Bullock
Jarvis & Jennifer Brecker
Kaki Brennenman
Mona Brett
James & Lesley Briers
Diana Bright
John & Sandra Bright
Cheryl Brischetto
Adrienne Brockman
Danny & Katie Bronson
Jilli Bronson
Scott & Kristin Brooksby
Eleanor Brown
Paul Brown & Tish Lansing
Steve Brown & Kimberly Crouch
Jerry & Anne Brown
Nell Brownell
Fred Bruderlin
Kathleen Brunner
Tom & Joan Buell
Stephen Bullock
Robert & Stasia Burt
Paul & Grace Butler
Ronald & Jillian Cain
Laura Caldwell
Ian Cannon & Marykay Hoenstine
Douglas & Liz Capps
Barbara Carey
Celia Carlson
Roger Carlson
Ann Carney
John & Patricia Carney
Jim & Amy Carpenter
Vaunda Carter
Ed & Leslie Carveth
Ron Castner & Erin Leake
Elizabeth Caswell
Kent & Carol Caveny
Catherine Nichols & Robert Borden
Judy Nichols
Nigel Nicholson & Virginia King
James Nindel-Edwards
George & Jane Norman
Dan Nottage & Jill Kirk
Michael Oard & Ron Attrell
Michael & Elizabeth O’Connell
Michael O’Connell & Sarah Rowe
Bruce & Michelle Ofstun
John & Lisa Ohnstad
Allan Oliver & Gary Simundson
Pat O’Riley
Milo & Bev Ormseth
Lisa O’Rourke
Jill Osburn
Catherine Overgaard
Keith Packard & Laura Nepveu
Lou & Lynn Paff
Linda Panaretos
Terry Pancoast & Pam Erickson
Michael & Janet Parks
Sarah Parks
John Parry & Andrea Hibbard
Bob & Susan Passarge
in memory of Carl Gross
Craig & Sally Paton
Alexander Pavlenko & Mary McEwen
Steve & Kelley Pecis
Ann Pedersen
in memory of Jane Pedersen
David Pero
Jim & Barbara Perris
Nathalie Perry-Freer
James Petersen
Rosanne Petersen
Patricia Peterson
Leslie Petroff
Nita Pettigrew
Jerry Petty
Charles Pfeiffer
Daniel Pickens-Jones
Amy Polo
Elizabeth & Diego Ponce
Joey Pope
Dee Poth
Jerry & Martha Powell
Kenneth & Karen Powell
Larry Powlesland & James Russell
Ellen Gadsby Prendergast
Denise Presnich
Meridel J. Prideaux
in memory of my family members
Tom & Connie Pryse
John & Debbie Purcell
Frank & Fay Putnam
Roger & Katy Qualman
Franklin & Sharry Quan
Fred & Kathleen Quandee
Kristin Quinlan & Bryan Denson
Maryjo Radosевич
Rags Ragan
Katharine Range
David Rankin
Steve & Jill Rauch
Rolland Ray
Susan Reavis
Mark & Sue Reber
Bill & Dottie Rector
Darrell & Lucille Reech
Helen Reed
Mary Ann Reeser-Rudy
in memory of Gary E. Reeser
Stan & Carol Rentschler
Justin Retger
Jim & Lucy Reynolds in thanksgiving
for our Trinity community
Gary & Debby Rhoades
Barbara Rhyne
Tom & Daneal Richards in memory of
Flora Sweet & Janet Stevens
Dave Richardson
Jane Rickenbaugh
in honor of Marianne Borg
George Ripley
Nathan & Kristen Rix
Mark Robinson & Gregory Richardson
Phyllis Roeder
in memory of Paul Roeder
Mary Rogness
Bob Rose & Carol Stout
Dan & Susan Rosene
Allan Ross
Edward & Virginia Rouffy
Gerard & Sandra Rowe
Joel & Christine Rubenstein
Nancy Rubovits
Jim Rue & Mignon Mazique
Charlene Russell
Joy Russell
in memory of Michael Russell
Daniel Russo
Cesar & Jessica Salas
Nancy Salisbury & Dwight Jaynes
Juli Sampson
Robert & Dixie Samuels
Russell Sandor
Lisa Sarazin
John Scannell
Franklyn Schafer
Flo Schems
Christine Schlesser
Stephen Schneider
Barbara Schondelmayer
Barbara Schramm in memory of
my parents, John & Mary Weber
Freddie Schrider
Debbie Schulstad-Foster
in memory of loved ones
John Schumacher & David Gerald
George Schweitzer & Debbie Miller
Annie Scott
Korto Scott
Dennis Sellon
Scott Serpas
Mrs. Waldemar (Patsy) Seton
in memory of my husband,
Waldemar “Mar” Seton
Robert & Kay Sharp
Jack Shepherd & Brie Davidge
Robert & Sher Shepps
Jeremy Shibley & Romalia Stickney-Shibley
Connie Shiple
in honor of Matthew’s work
Erik & Charissa Simmons
Ron Simonis
David Simpson & Kathleen Payne
Ruth Ann Skodacek
Jerry & Donna Slepack
John Slusher & Christine Carr
Scott Smiley
Barbara Smith
Gillian Smith
Jesse Smith & Maryann Yelnosky
Margaret Smith
Patty Smith
Roger Smith & Vicki Hess-Smith
Kirk & Helena Snyder
David & Kate Solberg
John & Kathy Somers
Harlow Spaan & Jeff Sorg
Caroline Spark
David Spencer
David Spencer & Allison Lindauer
Richard Spiteri
Michael & Maureen Springer
Jonathan Squier
Mark Stanger
Sasha Stanton
Julia Stavenhagen
Bill & Cornie Stevens
in memory of our parents
Bill & Susi Stevens
in memory of Ethel Stevens
James Stevens
Len & Susan Stevens
Bill & Carrie Stevens
Don & Barbara Stevenson
in memory of our parents
Edward Stojakovic
Rob Stoltz & Felix Bautista
Dave & Judy Stone
Jeff & Jenn Stone
Joan Strand
John Strege & Kevin Walsh
Mike & Jeanne Stringer
Helen Sudbury
Katie Sullivan
James & Luisa Sunderland
Timothy Swain
Wade & Heather Swearingen
Jackie Sweat
Marion & Teresa Sylvester
John & Linda Taggart
Sarah Talmadge
Jonathan Tamez & Keith Walters
John Taylor & Amy Wilde-Taylor
John & Sonja Taylor
John & Judy Temple
Kathy Terman
Lee Thomas
Fred & Jean Thompson
Matt & Sarah Thompson
Peter & Suzie Thompson
Kayleigh Thornton-Sundt
Margaret Tilbury
Shannon Tilton
Linda Tinker
Paul Tlucek & Regina Won
Patrick Tomter
Thomas & Andrea Tongue
Marilyn Trail
Elliott & Dagne Trommald
Bill Trotter
Richard & Dorothy Truax
Pennie Trumbull
Thomas & Priscilla Turner
Eric Udd & Holly Hoyt
Robert & Patrice Ulrich
Warren & Elinor Ulrich
Sara Urch
Steven & Louise Urch
Charles Van Rossen & Marilyn Litzenberger
Jason VanNimwegen
Michael & Bonnie Vawter
Randall & Mary Vemer
Robert & Pam Vetsch
Dale Voeller & Mary Shibley
Celia Wagner
Linda Walton
Gale Watson
Barbara & Kim Watson
Merrie Waylett
Scott & Anne Weaver
Tobin Weaver
Susan Merrifield Webb
Wendy Wells
Nicholas Wellstead & Allison Stocco
Ron Wesner
Scott West & Marci Ozawa
Judith Westerman
Joseph & Lisa Westling
Barbara Whitmore

Cynthia Wight
in memory of Claire Salzenstein
Katelin Wight
in memory of Merna Wight
Tom & Laura Wiley
Elisabet Wilkerson
Chris Wilkes & Cheleen Mahar
Jerry & Georgia Wilks
Byron & Cheryl Will
Kate Willer
Diane Simmons Williams
Helen Williams
Homer & Carol Williams
John H. Williamson
Kenneth Williamson & Stephanie Sanford
Beth Wilmot
Cameron & Kelli Wilson
Leigh Wilson
Elaine Wiltsie
Mark & Betsy Winslow
Bill & Nancy Wittlake

Judith Wold
Sarah Wood
Richard Woodling & Margaret Wood
Michael Woods
in memory of my wife, Anie Woods
Rod & Carol Woodworth
Thomas Woodworth & Emma Hanna
in memory of Alexandra Woodworth
Susan Workman
Andrew & Audrie Wright
Scott & Martha Wright
Jean Wu
Clare Wykert
Porrie Wysham
Victoria Wytttenberg
Jennifer Young
Kathy Young
Susan & Jon Zall
Rick & Pat Zimmer
Marilyn Zook
in memory of Ronald Zook

This List of 2020 Annual Givers was generated on January 13, 2021.
CLERGY
The Rt. Rev’d Michael Hanley,
Bishop of the Diocese of Oregon (ret. 2021)
The Rt. Rev’d Diana Akiyama,
Bishop of the Diocese of Oregon (consec. 2021)
The Very Rev’d Nathan LeRud, Dean
The Rev’d Dr. Matthew Lawrence,
Canon for Spiritual Formation
The Rev’d Canon Linda Potter,
Interim Canon Associate (ret. 2021)
The Rev’d Shana McCauley,
Canon for Cathedral Life (beg. 2021)
The Rev’d Kenneth Powell, Deacon

ASSOCIATE CLERGY
The Rev’d Phillip Ayers
The Very Rev’d John Bright
The Rev’d Gail Gateley
The Rev’d Canon Jack Hilyard (dec.)
The Rt. Rev’d Robert Ladehoff
The Rev’d Harriet Linville
The Rev’d Dr. William McKenzie
The Rev’d Dr. Raggs Ragan
The Rev’d John Scannell
The Very Rev’d Anthony Thurston, Dean Emeritus
The Rev’d Maureen Tighe

HONORARY CANONS
The Rev’d Canon T. James Bethell
The Rev’d Canon Marianne Borg
The Rev’d Canon Joseph Dubay
The Rev’d Canon Patrick Tomter

CATHEDRAL MINISTRY STAFF

Uncommon Warmth (Community Life)
The Rev’d Canon Linda Potter, Interim Canon Associate (ret. 2021)
The Rev’d Shana McCauley, Canon for Cathedral Life (beg. 2021)
Shannon Tilton, Cathedral Life Administrator

Holy Compassion (Outreach & Pastoral Care)
Charyl Cathey and Steve Isaacson, Outreach Coordinators
Dorothy Kohut, Outreach Kitchen Manager

Intellectual Curiosity (Education & Formation)
The Rev’d Dr. Matthew Lawrence, Canon for Spiritual Formation
Jill Osburn, Liturgical Assistant & Missioner for Youth
Charissa Simmons, Canon for Children & Families

Deep Beauty (Music, Art & Worship)
Bruce Neswick, Canon for Cathedral Music
Katie Burk, Organ Scholar
Christine Johnson, Music Administrator
Bill James, Trinitots Leader
Christine Schlesser, Trinity Iconography Institute Director

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FACILITIES STAFF
John Baus, Sexton
Jilli Bronson, Calendar & Events Coordinator
Katie Bronson, Operations Manager
Kathleen Bruneer, Accounts Payable
Haggiah Buechler, Sexton
Amanda Daly, Sexton & Tech Team
Michael Emerson, Sexton
Gardner Grice, Facilities Manager & Head Sexton
Jim Hebert, Facilities Assistant Co-Manager
Mike Metzner, Sexton
Kevin Mullane, Sexton
Arwen Myers, Director of Communications & Marketing
Christian Paton, Tech Team
Sally Paton, Finance Manager
Elise Sandusky, Facilities Assistant Co-Manager
MISSION
Why we exist, what God wants us to do.

The parish of Trinity Episcopal Cathedral seeks to love and serve God, our people, the diocese, and the larger world by:

Worshiping through word, music, and action,
Nurturing spiritual growth in young and old,
Reaching out in mutual support of our diverse congregation and community, and
Being active witnesses to the peace and promise of Jesus Christ in the world.

Trinity Episcopal Cathedral
147 NW 19th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
503-222-9811
www.trinity-episcopal.org

VIRTUAL SERVICES

SUNDAYS
9:00 am   Sunday Forums */+
10:00 am  Holy Eucharist +
11:30 am  Trinity Connects: Conversation & Community *
5:00 pm   Evensong +

WEEKDAYS
7:00 pm   Wednesdays, Wednesday @ the Commons
Adult Educational Offerings */+

MONTHLY
10:00 am  Sundays, Church at the Commons *
7:00 pm   3rd Mondays, Virtual Labyrinth Walk *
Varies    Labyrinth Speakers Guild Series *

+ Livestreamed to:
Trinity’s Facebook page (facebook.com/trinitycathpdx/live) &
YouTube channel (youtube.com/trinitycathpdx/live)


While classes & forums are held on Zoom, many are archived on our YouTube channel.